Ferracyclic carbamoyl complexes related to the active site of [Fe]-hydrogenase.
The active site of the [Fe]-hydrogenase features an iron(II) centre bearing cis carbonyl groups and a chelating pyridine-acyl ligand. Reproducing these unusual features in synthetic models is an intriguing challenge, which will allow both better understanding of the enzymatic system and more fundamental insight into the coordination modes of iron. By using the carbamoyl group as a surrogate for acyl, we have been able to synthesize a range of ferracyclic complexes. Initial reaction of Fe(CO)4Br2 with 2-aminopyridine yields a complex bearing a labile solvent molecule, which can be replaced by stronger donors bearing phosphorus atoms to produce a number of derivatives. Introduction of a hydroxy group using this method is unsuccessful both with a free OH group and when this is silyl-protected. In contrast, the analogous reactions starting from 2,6-diaminopyridine does allow synthesis of complexes bearing a pendant basic group.